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Abstract
Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) is gaining popularity as a new
way of modularising cross-cutting concerns. Theaspectbench com-
piler (abc) is a new workbench for AOP research which provides
an extensible research framework for both new language features
and new compiler optimisations. This poster presents theabc ar-
chitecture, as well as example uses.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Processors—compilers

General Terms Performance, Experimentation, Languages

Keywords AspectJ, aspect-oriented programming language, opti-
mizations, language extensions

1. INTRODUCTION
AspectJ is a seamless extension of Java for expressing program
features thatcrosscutJava’s abstraction mechanisms [10]. AspectJ
compilers take as input both ordinary Java classes/interfaces and
AspectJ aspects, producing pure Java bytecode as output. Aspects
contain advice declarations, each composed of apointcut (a pat-
tern matching runtime events, orjoin points) and anadvice body
(what to do at matching join points). An AspectJ compiler must
match all program points corresponding to the pointcuts andweave
in instructions to invoke methods corresponding to the advice bod-
ies. Sometimes matching cannot be completed at compile-time, so
runtime checks must be compiled into the woven code [9,11].

The originalajc compiler, originally developed at Xerox Parc
and now supported by the Eclipse project (eclipse.org/
aspectj), was designed to have good compile-time speed, to
support incremental compilation, and to integrate well with Eclipse
IDE tools. Whileajc meets its goals well, it does not provide a
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very suitable platform for research into language extensions and
compiler optimisations.

The aspectbenchcompiler, or abc for short, was developed
with two main goals: (1) to provide a convenient platform for
experimenting with new language extensions, and (2) as a toolkit
for developing new optimisations to reduce the costs of aspect-
related overheads.

2. ARCHITECTURE
In order to provide both extensibilty and optimisation,abc’s fron-
tend has been based on Polyglot [12], and its backend on Soot [15].
Polyglot provides excellent support for language extensions while
Soot provides considerable infrastructure for program analysis and
optimisation.

The overall architecture ofabcis given in Figure 1. The frontend
first processes the Java and AspectJ inputs, and splits the represen-
tation into a pure Java AST and a separate data structure contain-
ing all of the aspect-specific information (AspectInfo). The back-
end then generates the low-level Jimple IR for the pure Java part
and then weaves the aspects in based on the information stored in
AspectInfo. Finally, an optimisation pass is performed, producing
optimised Jimple which can then be translated to Java bytecode or
decompiled back to pure Java source. The analysis of woven byte-
code may result in information which can improve weaving deci-
sions. As indicated by the dashed line in Figure 1, information from
this analysis can be fed back to the weaver for reweaving, which
can result in further optimisations.

3. LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS
The abc workbench supports new language extensions at several
levels including syntax, type systems, and new kinds of joinpoint
[3]. We have usedabc to extend AspectJ to support trace match-
ing with free variables [1]. This is a non-trivial extensionwhich
supports matching traces rather than individual join points and al-
lows the programmer to track the behaviour of individual objects
via variable binding. It is this mechanism for variable binding that
is the main innovation over earlier proposals [5,16].

Many other research groups are also usingabc for interesting
extensions including:LoopsAJ, an extension for loop join points for
use in scientific computing [8];SCoPE, an extension that supports
static conditional pointcut evaluation [2];J-LO, an extension for
supporting the dynamic checking of temporal properties [14]; and
Cona, an extension which supports contracts for AspectJ [13].
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Figure 1. abcarchitecture

4. OPTIMISATIONS
Before we started working onabc, there had not been much em-
phasis on measuring or reducing overheads due to aspect weav-
ing. In order to determine what sorts of overheads were involved,
we performed a study on a variety of AspectJ benchmarks [7]. In
that study we built a modified version ofajc which annotates byte-
code instructions with different tags specifying whether the instruc-
tion is overhead, and if so, what kind of overhead. We then used
a specialised version of the *J dynamic metrics tool [6] to calcu-
late various AspectJ-specific dynamic metrics. This study showed
that there were significant overheads, particularly foraround ad-
vice andcflow pointcuts.

In developingabc, we tackled these overhead problems by de-
veloping new strategies foraround weaving and by applying both
intra- and inter- procedural analysis for minimising and eliminating
cflow overheads [4]. These optimisations can have very significant
impacts on peformance, resulting in order of magnitude speed im-
provements for some benchmarks.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Language design and optimisation strategies for aspect-oriented
programming languages are becoming important research areas.
This poster gives an overview of theabc workbench which has
been designed for language research, by supporting easy extensi-
blity, and compiler research, by providing support for sophisticated
analysis and optimisations.

The abc workbench has been used successfully by our group
and many other research groups. We intend to continue to useabc
to experiment with new language designs and optimisations,and
also to further improve the workbench based on our experiences
and feedback from our users.
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